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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that there exists a deep analogy between global function
fields and algebraic number fields. In that analogy, Drinfeld modules play
the role of elliptic curves or abelian varieties, producing arithmetical
objects such as modular schemes, some kind of field extensions, rings of
.endomorphisms, and so on of positive characteristic, similar to that of
characteristic zero and note that, even if it is defined over a field of
positive characteristic, the objects produced by abelian varieties are of
.characteristic zero .
In this paper, we study arithmetical properties of endomorphism rings of
Drinfeld modules defined over finite fields, following in that way E.-U.
w xGekeler GE . Our main results are the following: we prove that the ring
of endomorphisms of such a Drinfeld module, which is not necessarily a
  ..maximal order see 4.7 , is maximal at some place which plays an
important role in our situation, and we give a simple algebraic characteri-
zation of the rings of endomorphisms of finite Drinfeld modules. More
precisely, let K be a global function field, let ` be a place of K, let A be
the ring of elements of K which are regular outside of `, and let F be theq
 4field of constants of K. Let L be a finite extension of F and let L t beq
  ..the ring of Ore polynomials associated to the extension LrF see 1.1 .q
Then a Drinfeld A-module F over L is a non-trivial embedding of A into
 4  .L t see Definition 1.4 . It follows that the ring of L-endomorphisms of F
 4  .is a subring of L t . We prove Theorem 3.4 that endomorphism rings of
finite Drinfeld modules, and their centers too, have a local property of
maximality. With the help of this result, we are able to prove the following
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 .  4 w xresult Theorem 4.3 : let U be a subring of L t such that F F ; U,q
where F is the Frobenius of L, and let Z be the center of U. If the
 4commutator of Z in L t is equal to U, then U is an endomorphism ring
of some Drinfeld module over L. As an application of our study we give a
w xdescription of global function fields by means of Drinfeld F T -modules ofq
 .height one Theorem 4.8 .
In the first section we recall the main definitions and facts that are
useful for our purpose; nothing is new here. The second section is a
preparation for our main results; we recall the notion of height of a
 w x x.Drinfeld module see HA , p. 180 , which is basic in our situation, and
explain some of its properties Propositions 2.4 and 2.7 are well known by
.the specialists but unpublished; Proposition 2.9 is new . The third section
is devoted to the study of a local property of rings of endomorphisms of
 .finite Drinfeld modules Definition 3.1, theorem 3.4 , Section 4 gives a
 .characterization Theorem 4.3 of subrings of Ore polynomials which are
rings of endomorphisms of finite Drinfeld modules, with an application to
the description of global fields of positive characteristic.
1. ORE POLYNOMIALS AND FINITE DRINFELD MODULES
In this section, we recall the basic definitions and properties concerning
Drinfeld modules defined over finite fields. One can find most of them and
w x w x w xmore general results in DR1 , DR2 , D & H . For a global field of
positive characteristic, we use ``prime,'' ``non-zero prime ideal,'' and ``place''
as synonyms.
 .1.1 Let F be a finite field with q elements and let L be a finiteq
extension of F . We denote the non-commutative polynomial ring in theq
 4indeterminate t by L t , where the addition is the usual one and the
multiplication is defined by the rule
for all l in L, t ( l s l q (t .
This ring is isomorphic to the ring of F -linear polynomials with coeffi-q
 q i 4cients in L, that is, the ring a X , a g L .i i
w L : Fq x w x  4Let F s t be the Frobenius of L, then F F is the center of L t .q
w x  .We denote the field of fractions of the ring F F by F F . Then theq q
 .  4  . w x2skewfield L t s L t m F F is of degree L : F over its centerF w F x q qq
 . w xF F , and the local invariants of this skewfield are R, p. 281 :q
v w x0 at the primes of F F different from F,q
v w x1r L : F at the place F,q
v w xy1r L : F at the place 1rF.q
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 .  .For any field extension H of F F that embeds in L t , there is aq
wunique place extending the place F or 1rF, respectively R, Theorem
x32.15 .
 4  .If u g L t , u / 0, we denote the well-defined degree of u in t by
 4 w xdeg u. The ring L t is right euclidean O, Theorem 1 . More precisely, lett
 4u and ¨ be two elements of L t with u / 0. Then there exists q and r in
 4L t such that
¨ s qu q r with r s 0 or deg r - deg u.t t
 4 w x  .This implies that L t is a maximal F F -order in L t .q
 4Let u g L t ; we say that u is separable if its constant coefficient is
non-zero, we say that u is purely inseparable if u s lt a with a G 1 and
l g L, l / 0. We say that u is inseparable if u is not separable.
 4 h  4If u g L t , u / 0, then we can write u s t ¨ with ¨ g L t and ¨
separable. The integer h G 0 is called the height of u and we write
 .h s ht u .
 .1.2 Let K be a global field of characteristic p ) 0 Let F be the fieldq
of constants of K ; it is a finite field with q elements. Let ` be a place of
K. By A we denote the ring of elements of K which are regular outside of
`; it is a Dedekind ring with K as its quotient field.
For all a g A, a / 0, we set deg a s dim AraA.Fq
 .For each ideal Q of A, Q / 0 , we set deg Q s dim ArQ.R q
 .1.3 Let L be a finite extension of F such that there exists a non-zeroq
ring homomorphism g : A ª L. Then P s Ker g is a non-zero prime ideal
of A called the A-characteristic of L.
1.4. DEFINITION. A Drinfeld A-module over L of rank r G 1 is a ring
 4homomorphism F: A ª L t , such that:
 .i for all a in A, a / 0, deg F s r deg a;t a
 .  .ii for all a in A, the constant coefficient of F is g a .a
w xAs was proved by Drinfeld DR1, Sect. 8, Corollary of Theorem 1 , such
objects always exist.
1.5. DEFINITION. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L and let C be
another Drinfeld A-module over L. An L-morphism u: F ª C is an
 4element u in L t such that
for all a g A , uF s C u.a a
When u is non-zero, u is called an L-isogeny and we say that F and C are
L-isogeneous. In particular, an L-isomorphism is an L-isogeny u with
u g L.
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Note that if F and C are two Drinfeld A-modules over L which are
L-isogeneous, then F and C have the same rank.
 .1.6 Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L of rank r. Then the ring
of L-endomorphisms of F is
< 4End F s u g L t ;a g A , uF s F u . 4L a a
 .Since F is an injection, F extends naturally to an embedding F: K ª L t .
 .  . F FWe denote F A and F K by A and K , respectively. We denote the
place of K F corresponding to the place ` of K be ` too. Let F be the
  .. FFrobenius of L see 1.1 . We have A ; End F and F g End F.L L
Furthermore, End F is a finitely generated projective AF-module of rankL
2 w xless than or equal to r D & H, Chap. 1, Theorem 4.9 . Thus F is integral
F w F . F xover A . We set r s K F : K .1
w x FFFrom D & H, Chap. 1, Theorem 4.9 , we have that End F m K is aL A `
di¨ ision ring, where K F is the completion of K F at the place `. Thus`
F . FFK F m K is a field, which implies that there is a unique place ofK `
F . F w xK F that extends the place ` of K B, Sect. 8, Corollary 3 of Theorem 2 ;
 . F .we denote this place by ` too. By 1.1 , there is a unique prime p of K F
that di¨ ides F.
1.7. THEOREM. The K F-algebra End F m F K F is a skewfield of degreeL A
 .2 F .r o¨er its center K F , where r s r r . Its local in¨ariants are:2 1 2
v
F .0 at the place of K F different from p and `,
v 1rr at p ,2
v y1rr at `.2
w xProof. GE, Theorem 2.9 .
F F .  .1.8 Let A be the integral closure of A in K F ; then F lies in A
  ..see 1.6 . As we have seen, there is a unique prime p of A that divides F.
  .. FLet P be the A-characteristic of L see 1.3 ; then p lies above P s
 . FF P . We denote the ramification index of p over P by e and theP
residual degree of p over P F by f .P
 . w x  .Let M X g A X be the polynomials such that, if M X s a qF , L F , L 0
n F  . na X q ??? qa X , a g A, then M X s F q F X q ??? qF X is1 n i F , L a a a0 1 n
the minimal polynomial of F over K F.
1.9. THEOREM. Let F and C be two Drinfeld A-modules of rank r o¨er
L; then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .a F and F are L-isogeneous;
 . F Cb by the isomorphisms K , K ¨ia F, K , K ¨ia C, then End FL
m C K F and End V m C K C are isomorphic K-algebras,A L A
 .  .  .c M X s M X .F , L C , L
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w xProof. GE, Theorem 3.5 .
 .1.10. Remarks. 1.10.1 Let u: F ª C be an L-isogeny between two
 .   ..Drinfeld A-modules defined over L. Let h s ht u see 1.1 . From the
fact that for all a in A, uF s C u, we get that for all a in A,a a
 .q h  .g a s g a . Thus if P is the A-characteristic of L and if d s deg P,
 .we get that h ' 0 d .
 .  .1.10.2 Part b of Theorem 1.9 implies that r is invariant under2
L-isogenies. Furthermore
w xK X
FK F , ; . w xM X K X .F , L
 .thus part c of Theorem 1.9 implies that e and f are invariant underP P
L-isogenies.
Ä .1.10.3 Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L. Let L be an
algebraic closure of L and set
Ä < 4End F s u g L t ;a g A , uF s F u . 4ÄL a a
X X Ä .By 1.6 , for each finite extension L of L, L ; L, the rank of the
AF-module End X F is less than or equal to r 2. Thus there exists a finiteL
X X Ä Xextension L of L, L ; L, such that End F s End F.ÄL L
2. THE HEIGHT OF A FINITE DRINFELD
MODULE, SUPERSINGULARITY
 .2.1 Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L of rank r and let P be the
 .A-characteristic of L. Then Remark 1.10.1 implies that for all a in P,
 .  .  .a / 0, ht F ) 0 and ht F ' 0 d , where d s deg P. Thus l sa a
  . 4  .min ht F , a g P, a / 0 is an integer which satisfies l ) 0 and l ' 0 d .a
Note that the integer l is invariant under L-isogenies; thus the integer lrd
is invariant under L-isogenies too.
 w x.2.2. DEFINITION see HA, p. 180 . The integer h s lrd G 1 is calledF
the height of the Drinfeld A-module F.
 . w x2.3. EXAMPLE. Take K s F T and ` s 1rT ; thus A s F T . Let Lqq
 .be a finite extension of F and let g : A ª L be defined by g T g L. Aq
Drinfeld A-module F of rank r over L is given by
F s g T q l t q ??? ql t r , .T 1 r
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 .where l , . . . , l are chosen to be in L, l / 0. Let P X be the minimal1 r r
 .polynomial of g T over F . Then the A-characteristic P of L is equal toq
 . w xthe principal ideal P T F T . We haveq
ht F .P T .
h s .F deg P T .T
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let F be Drinfeld A-module of rank r over L. Let
F .P be the A-characteristic of L and let p be the unique prime of K F
  ..that divides F, where F is the Frobenius of L see 1.6 . Let e , f be theP P
F ramification index and the residual degree of p over P , respectively see
 .. F F1.8 , and let r be the index of the skewfield End F m K see2 L A
.Theorem 1.7 . If h denotes the height of F, then we haveF
h s r e f .F 2 P P
F F .Proof. Let A be the integral closure of A in K F , and let p be the
unique prime of A that divides F. We denote the normalized valuation on
F .   F .  4. .K F associated to p by w that is, w K F R 0 s Z , and the
normalized valuation on K F associated to P F by ¨.
 . F . FBy 1.6 there is a unique place of K F extending the place ` of K ;
F .thus A is the ring of elements of K F which are regular outside of `.
F .  .  .But the place ` of K F restricted to F F is the place 1rF. So by 1.1 ,q
Fw x  .A is the integral closure of F F in K F .q
Let e and f be the ramification index and residual degree of p over F,
F .  .  .respectively, in the extension K F rF F . By 1.1 we haveq
FK F : F F s ef . .  .q
w x w xIf we put L : F s md, where d s deg P, then we have GE, p. 191q
md
FK F : F F s . .  .q r2
 .But f s df ; thus e s mrr f . Now let p g A be such that ¨ F s 1;P 2 P p
then since the function ht on K F is a valuation which is equivalent to the
F  .P-adic valuation on K , we have that ht F s h d. Thus we havep F
F m s F hF u ,p
 4where u g L t and u is separable. In fact, u is in A. We get
mw F s h w F , .  .p F
 .  .but w F s e s mrr f and w F s e , so the proposition follows.2 P p P
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Ä2.5. Remark. Let L be an algebraic closure of L. Each element u of
Ä 4L t can be interpreted as an endomorphism of the additive group L; if
u s u q u t q ??? qu t n, we get the following endomorphism associated0 1 n
to u:
Ä ÄL ª L
z ¬ u z s u z q u z q q ??? qu z q n . . 0 1 n
For each a g A, it makes sense to speak of the A-module of a-torsion
Äpoints of L,
Ä Ä <F L s z g L F z s 0 . . .  4a a
Let P be the A-characteristic of L. We define the A-module of P-torsion
Äpoints of L to be
Ä ÄF L s F L . .  .FP a
agP
w xThen there is an isomorphism of A-modules HA, p. 181 :
ryhFAÄF L , . .P  /P
Ä .  4Thus we see that F L s 0 if and only if h s r.P F
 w x.2.6. DEFINITION see GE, Sect. 4 . Let F be a Drinfeld A-module
over L and let F be the Frobenius of L. We say that F is supersingular if
some power of F lies in AF.
The following proposition is well known by the specialists:
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L of rank r. Then
the following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .i F is supersingular,
 .ii h s r.F
 .  . n XProof. i « ii Let n G 1 be an integer such that F g A. Let L be a
w X x X Xfinite extension of L such that L : L s n. Let F be the Frobenius of L ,
X F F X. FX Fand let r be the index of End F m K . Since K F s K , by2 L A
Theorem 1.7 we have that rX s r. Now apply Proposition 2.4.2
 .  . t ii « i Let t G 1 be an integer such that P s fA P is the
.  .  .A-characteristic of L . Then we see that ht F s th d s trd d s deg Pf F
and deg F s rtd. Thus F s lt t r d, where l g L, l / 0. It follows thatt f f
m X t r w x X  4F s l F , where L : F s md and l g L R 0 . Choose an integerf qa aX q y1 r tq y1. Fa G 1 such that l s 1; then F is in A .
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2.8. THEOREM. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L of rank r such that
F, the Frobenius of L, is in AF. Then End F is a maximal AF-order inL
End F m F K F.L A
w xProof. GE, Theorem 4.3 .
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L. The following
assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . F FFi End F is a maximal A -order in End F m K ;L L A
 . F FFii End F is a hereditary A -order in End F m K ;L L A
F F .  4  .iii A : L t , where A is the integral closure of A in K F .
 .  . F FProof. i « iii Set End F s A a q ??? qA a , a , . . . , a gL 1 2 1 s
End F. Now let L s Aa q ??? qAa ; then End F ; L and L is anL 1 s L
F F
FA-order in End F m K . But A is an A -module of finite type, so L isL A
F  4an A -order. Thus L s End F, which implies that A : End F ; L t .L L
F .  .  .iii « i A is the ring of elements of K F which are regular
X 4outside of `. Since A ; L t , we have a Drinfeld A-module F over
X F F .  .  4FL F s Id . Since K F is the center of End F m K , for u in L tA L A
Fwe have that u commutes with A if and only if u commutes with A.
XThus End F s End F. But F is in A, so by Theorem 2.8, End F is aL L L
F F . Fmaximal A-order in End F m K F s End F m K . This impliesL A L A
that End F is a maximal AF-order in End F m F K F. It is clear thatL L A
 .  .  . w xi « ii . Now if ii is true then by R, Theorem 40.7 , we have that
 4A ; L t .
3. A LOCAL PROPERTY OF ENDOMORPHISM RINGS
Let F be a finite field, let L be a finite extension of F , and let F beq q
w x  .the Frobenius of L. The F-adic completions of F F and F F areq q
ww xx  ..respectively the ring F F and the field F F .q q
 4 w x3.1. DEFINITION. Let U be a subring of L t such that F F ; U. Setq
 .D s U m F F . We say that U is locally maximal at F if U mU F w F x q F w F xq qww xx  ..F F is the valuation ring of D m F F .q U F F . qq
 .  4 w x3.2. EXAMPLES. 3.2.1 We have seen that L t is a maximal F F -orderq
 .  4in L t ; thus L t is locally maximal at F.
 . F3.22 Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L such that F is in A .
By Theorem 2.8, we see that End F is locally maximal at F.L
We shall prove that the rings of endomorphisms of finite Drinfeld
modules are locally maximal at F, and we cannot hope for a better result
  ..because they are not maximal orders in general see 4.7 .
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3.3. LEMMA. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L. There exists a
separable L-isogeny u: C ª F, where C is a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L, such
that End C is a maximal AC-order in End C m C K C.L L A
w xProof. By GE, Lemmas 3.7, 3.8 , to each left ideal U of End F thereL
corresponds an L-isogeny w: F ª FU, where FU is a Drinfeld A-module
over L such that the right order of U in End F m F K F injects inL A
End FU. Since in End F there exists left ideals with maximal right orders,L L
we can choose a left ideal U of End F such that End FU is maximal.L L
w xThus, by DR1, corollary of Proposition 2.3 , there exists an L-isogeny ¨ :
F
X ª F, where FX is a Drinfeld A-module over L, such that End FX is aL
maximal AF
X
-order in End FX m FX K F
X
. Now write ¨ s ut h, where h sL A
 .  4 hht ¨ and u g L t is separable. It is not difficult to show that t is an
L-isogeny between FX and some Drinfeld A-module C over L. But
 h. X h.y1  4  h. X h.y1t End F t ; L t , thus t End F t ; End C. From this weL L L
get that End C is a maximal AC-order in End C m C K C. Furthermore,L L A
u is an L-isogeny between C and F.
3.4. THEOREM. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L, and let Z be the
center of End F. Then End F and Z are locally maximal at F.L L
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 there exists a separable L-isogeny u: C ª F,
where End F is a maximal AC-order in D s End F m C K C. Let Z CL C L A
be the center of End C. Then by Proposition 2.9, Z C is the integralL
C C . Cclosure of A in K F . The rings Z and End C are locally maximal atL
F.
F F .Now let A be the integral closure of A in K F ; we have Z ; A and
C y1A s uZ u .
w x  4 w xBut u is integral over F F ; thus there exists ¨ g L t and u g F F , uq q
 .prime to F because u is separable , such that u s u¨ .
C y1 C y1 C  4We have that u A s u uZ u s uZ u u s uZ ¨ ; L t . Thus u A ;
ww xx ww xxZ. Now, u A m F F s A m F F . This implies that Z is lo-F w F x q F w F x qq q
cally maximal at F.
w x y1End C is a maximal F F -order in D ; thus u End Cu is a maximalL q C L
w x F y1FF F -order in D s End F m K . In particular, u End Cu mF w F xq L A L q
ww xx  .. y1F F is the valuation ring of D m F F . But u u End Cu sq F F . q Lq
 4 y1uEnd C¨ ; L t ; thus u u End Cu ; End F. As for Z, this impliesL L L
that the ring End F is locally maximal at F.L
3.5. COROLLARY. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L of rank r and let
F
X be the Drinfeld A-module o¨er L defined by
;a g a, t dF a s FXt d ,q a
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  .  ..where d is the degree of the A-characteristic of L see 1.2 and 1.3 . Let
1
X<l s min ht u uL y isogeny, u: F ª F . 4 . .
d
  ..Then f s l q 1 see 1.8 .P
 .Proof. First note that, by Remark 1.10.1 , l is an integer. Set D s
End F m F K F. Then the index r of D is the ramification index ofL A 2
 .. F .  .. w xD m F F over K F m F F R, Theorem 14.3 . Note thatF F . q F F . qq q
 ..D m F F is the completion of D with respect to the function htF F . qq
which define a valuation on D. But, by Proposition 2.4, h s r e f . ThusF 2 P P
 .if u is an element of End F such that ht u ) 0, then we have thatL
 .ht u G f d.P
Now let ¨ : FX ª F be an L-isogeny. Then ¨t d is in End F. ThusL
 .  .ht ¨ G f y 1 d. This implies that l G f y 1.P P
Furthermore, by Theorem 3.4, there exists u in End F such thatL
 . X d X  4 Xht u s f d. Set u s ut with u g L t . Then clearly u is an L-isogenyP
Xbetween F and F, thus l F f y 1.P
3.6. COROLLARY. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L of rank r. Let P
F .be the A-characteristic of L and let p be the only prime of K F that di¨ ides
  ..F. Suppose that e see 1.8 is not di¨ isible by the characteristic of K. Then:P
 . F . Fi The extension K F of K is separable.
 . F ww xxii Let d be the discriminant of the A -order End F m F FF w F xP L qq
w x F F FR, p. 126 , where A is the P -adic completion of A ; then we ha¨eP
 .r f r e y12 P 2 PF Fd s P A . . P
 . F .Proof. i Let E be the maximal subfield of K F which is separable
over K F. Then there is a unique prime pX of E that divides some power of
F . XF, and p is the only prime of K F above p . Since the extension
F . X F .K F rE is purely inseparable, p is totally ramified in K F . Let e be
X w F . xthe ramification index of p over p . Then K F : E s e, and e divides
e . The result follows.P
F F .  .ii Let A be the integral closure of A in K F , and let O be the
Fp-adic completion of A. Let H be a quotient field of O and let K be theP
quotient field of AF which is contained in H. From the hypothesis, theP
extension HrK F is tamely ramified; thus the discriminant of the AF-orderP P
w xO is equal to F & T, Theorem 26
 .f e y1P PF F Fd HrK s P A . . .P P
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Now let d X be the discriminant of the maximal O-order End F mL F w F xqww xx  . w xF F Theorem 3.4 , and we have R, Theorem 32.1q
d X s p  r2y1 . r2 O .
w xBut we also have R, p. 223
 .2rX 2F
Fd s N d d HrK , .  . .Hr K PP
and the result follows.
 .3.7 Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L of rank r. Then we have
seen that End F and its center Z are locally maximal at F. What happensL
Fw x w  .xto the ring A F ? Suppose that L : g A G h . Let P be the A-char-F
Fw x iacteristic of L, and set d s deg P. Let a be in A F , a s F F ,ai
 i.  .  .a g A. We have that ht F G h d for i G 1. Thus ht a s 0 or ht a Gi F
Fw x Fw xh d. If A F is locally maximal at F, there exists an element of A F ofF
 F .p-adic valuation 1 recall that p is the only prime of K F that divides
. F .F , but since the function ht on K F is equivalent to the p-adic
F . Fvaluation on K F , and since there exists in A an element of height
  ..h d, we have e f s 1 see 1.8 . We will use this remark to constructF P P
Fw xexamples of Drinfeld modules for which A F is not locally maximal at
F.
w x3.7.1. LEMMA. Let F be a Drinfeld F T -module o¨er L, and letq
 . w x w x   ..P T F T be the F T -characteristic of L see 1.3 . Let ¨ be the uniqueqq
 .  .place of F F , F that extends the place F of F F . Then ¨ is non-rami-q P T . q
 .fied in F F , F .q T
 .  .Proof. Let Q X be the minimal polynomial of F over F F , FqT P T .
w x w x  .  .and let F F be the integral closure of F F in F F , F . Then Q Xq q q P T .
 .  .  .w xdivides P X y F in F F X . Let q X be the polynomial obtainedP T . q
 . w xby reducing the coefficients of Q X modulo the maximal ideal of F Fq
 .  .which corresponds to the place ¨ . We have that q X divides P X . But
 .  .P X is a separable polynomial. This implies that q X is irreducible
 .because there is a unique place of F F , F that extends ¨ .q T
w x X3.7.2. LEMMA. Let F be a Drinfeld F T -module o¨er L. Let L be theq
 . w xsubfield of L generated o¨er F by the coefficients of F , where P T F Tq P T . q
w x i  <is the F T -characteristic of L. Set F s l t and b s g.c.d. i G 1 lq P T . i i
4 w X x  w x ../ 0 . Suppose that L : F di¨ ides b; then e s h dr g.d.c. L : F , b ,q P F q
 .where d s deg P T .T
 . w X xProof. Recall that in our case h s ht F rd. Set n s L : F .qF P T .
w X n. X .x  .Then by Lemma 3.7.1, L t : L F , F s h dr ne . We denote theP T . F P
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X n. X .  n. hF r eP .dnorm map from L t to L F , F by N. Then N t s «t ,P T .
X n. X n.where « g L t is of valuation zero for the unique valuation of L t
 . hF d rneP . w L : Fq xr nthat extends F. Now N F s F implies that « s 1. Thus
X X . X hF r eP .d.« g L . Finally, we get that L F , F s L t . Set a sP T .
w x .  .g.c.d. L : F , b . Clearly we have that h re d divides a. Butq F P
X X Xa h r e .dF P .  .  .  .L F , F ; L t ; L t . Thus a s h re d.P T . F P
w xNow let F be a Drinfeld F T -module defined byq
F s m t n1 b q ??? qm t n s b ,T 1 s
 4where m , . . . , m are in F R 0 , n , . . . , n , b g N, n ) 1, n - ??? - n ,1 s q 1 x 1 1 s
 4 ib / 0, and g.c.d. n , . . . , n s 1. If we write F s l t , we get that1 x T i
 < 4b s g.c.d. i G 1 l / 0 . Let L be a finite extension of F such that n bqi 1
w xdivides L : F . By Lemma 3.7.2, we get that e s n ) 1. But, as we haveq P 1
w xseen at the beginning of this section, if F F , F is locally maximal at Fq T
then we must have in our case e s 1, which is a contradiction. ThusP
w xF F , F is not locally maximal at F.q T
 44. ON SOME SUBRINGS OF L t AND SOME SUBFIELDS
 .OF L t
Let F be a finite field, and let L be a finite extension of F . We want toq q
 4know which subrings of L t appear to be endomorphism rings of Drinfeld
 .modules defined over L see Theorem 4.3 .
 4 w x4.1. DEFINITION. Let U be a subring of L t such that F F ; U. Letq
Z be the center of U. We say that U is of D-type if the commutator of Z
 4in L t is U.
4.2. EXAMPLE. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over L. Then End F isL
of D-type.
 44.3. THEOREM. Let U be a subring of L t of D-type, and let Z be the
 .center of U. Let r be the index of the skewfield U m F F . Then:F w F x qq
 .i U and Z are locally maximal at F;
 . w xii there exists a Drinfeld F T -module F o¨er L such that:q
 .a U s End F and the field L is sufficiently large that all endomor-L
phisms of F, defined o¨er an algebraic closure of L, are in fact defined o¨er L
 .see Remark 1.10.3 ;
 .b h s r ;F
 . w x  .c F F , F is locally maximal at F, and the field F F , F isq T q T
 .separable o¨er F F .q T
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We need some auxiliary results before proceeding to the proof of
Theorem 4.3.
 .4.4. PROPOSITION. Let H be a field extension of F F that embeds inq
 . w x ww xxL t . Let R be an F F -order in H such that R m F F is theq F w F x qq
 ..¨aluation ring of H m F F . Then there exists u in R such thatF F . qq
 . w x ww xxH s F u , F and F u , F m F F is the ¨aluation ring of H mq q F w F x q F F .q q
 ..F F .q
 ..Proof. Set H s H m F F . It is a complete field with valuationF F .F qq
ww xx ww xxring O s R m F F . Let O s F F . Let L be the residue fieldF w F xH q q 1qF
of H ; then L ; L. By Hensel's lemma, there exists a subfield H of HqF 1 F
 ..containing F F such that:q
v H rH is totally ramified,F 1
v  ..H rF F is separable and non-ramified.1 q
The residue field of H is equal to L . Let O be the valuation ring ofH1 1 1
X  . qXH and set q s a L . Then there exists h g H such that h s h and1 1 1
w xO s O h .H1
Now there exists hX g R such that hX y h is of valuation greater than 1
w xin H . Let l be any element of H of valuation 1 in H . Then O l is aF F F H1w xfree O-module and one can show that O s O l .H HF 1 X w xWe can choose such a l to be in R. Now set u s h q l. Then O u is a
free O-module; thus it is complete in O .HF
qX n qX n  X.qX n qX n qX n qXaBut h y u s h y h y l . Thus we have lim h y u s 0.n
qX n w x  XBut lim h s h; this implies h is in O u . Furthermore, u y h s h yn
. w xw x w xh q l is of valuation 1 in H ; thus O s O h u y h ; O u . Finally,F HFw xO s O u .HF
w  .x w  .. .xNow, H : F F, u s H : F F u s 1.q F q
4.5. LEMMA. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L, which we assume to
be large enough that all the endomorphisms are defined o¨er L. Then
F . FK F rK is separable.
Proof. First, we note that, under our hypothesis for the finite field L,
F n. F .for each n G 1, we have that K F s K F .
n  .There exists a power p of p p is the characteristic of K such that
n nF p F F p F .  .  .K F rK is separable. But we have that K F s K F .
4.6. COROLLARY. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module such that h s r ,F 2
F F . FFwhere r is the index of End F m K . Then K F rK is separable.2 L A
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have that h G r . Thus, if h s r , allF 2 F 2
the endomorphisms are defined over L. Now apply Lemma 4.5.
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 .Proof of Theorem 4.3. i By Proposition 4.4, each field extension E of
 .  .  .F F that embeds in L t is of the form E s F F, h for some h in E.q q
 .Set H s Z m F F . Then there exists u g H such that H sF w F x qq
 . F F, u . We can choose u to be in Z and u not in L. Clearly U s u gq
 4 < 4 X w xL t uu s u u . Let F be the Drinfeld F T -module over L defined byq
F
X s u . We have that U s End FX. Thus by Theorem 3.4, U and Z areT L
locally maximal at F.
 .  .ii To prove part ii of Theorem 4.3, we must prove that there
 .exists an element u our Drinfeld module will be defined by F s u in ZT
such that:
Ä Äv   4 < 4U s ¨ g L t u¨ s ¨u , where L is an algebraic closure of L;
v  .if P X is the minimal polynomial over F of the constant coeffi-q
  ..  .cient of u, then ht P u rdeg P X s r ;X
v w x  .F u, F is locally maximal at F and the field extension F u, F rq q
 .F u is separable.q
 .Now let ¨ be the unique place of H that extends the place F of F F .q
Let L be the residue field of H with respect to the place ¨ . Let h g Z be1
such that the reduction of h at the place ¨ generates L over F we1 q
.choose h s 0 if L s F , and let l g Z be of valuation 1 in H. Let k be1 q
 .the reduction of h at the place ¨ . Let Q X be the minimal polynomial of
 .k over F . Then there exists z g Z of height zero such that Q h q zl isq
 . w xof valuation 1 in H. Then H s F h q zl, F and F h q zl, F is locallyqq
w xmaximal at F. Let F be the Drinfeld F T -module over L defined byq
w x  .F s h q zl. Since F F , F is locally maximal at F, and since Q F isT q T T
 .  . of valuation 1 for the place ¨ in H s F F , F , we have e f s 1 seeq T P P
 ..1.8 . Then by Proposition 2.4, h s r s r. Now apply Corollary 4.6.F 2
 .4.7 Example of a Drinfeld module F o¨er the finite field L such that
End F is not a maximal order. We will use Theorem 4.3 to give an exampleL
of a Drinfeld module F over the finite field L such that End F is not aL
w x  4maximal order. For this, we suppose that L : F ) 1. There exists u g L tq
 . y1  . w xnon-zero such that uL F u o L F L, Theorem 13.17 . Set H s
 . y1  .  4uL F u ; it is a maximal subfield of L t . Let U s H l L t . Then by
Theorem 4.3, U is an endomorphism ring of some Drinfeld module F
 .defined over L. But H o L F ; thus there exists « g H algebraic over Fq
but not in U. Thus U is not a maximal order.
Theorem 4.3 allows us to describe global function fields by means of
w xDrinfeld F T -modules of height one. More precisely:q
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4.8. THEOREM. Let K be a global field of characteristic p ) 0 and with
field of constants F . Let ` be a place of K, and let A be the ring of elementsq
of K regular outside of `.
 .Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of A of order m in Pic A . Then there exists
T g A R F , there exists a finite field L such that ArP embeds in L andq
w x w xL : ArP s m, and there exists a Drinfeld F T -module F o¨er L suchq
that:
 .  .i K , F F , F , where F is the Frobenius of L;q T
 . w x  .ii F F , F is locally maximal at F, h s 1, and KrF T is separa-q T F q
ble.
Proof. For the notions of Hilbert class field of A and reduction of
w xDrinfeld modules, we refer the reader to HA .
Let H be the Hilbert class field of A. Let p be a prime of H aboveA A
 4P. Then there exists a Drinfeld module C: A ª H t of rank 1 which hasA
potential stable reduction modulo p. The reduction gives a Drinfeld
A-module of rank 1 over a finite field; this Drinfeld module is isomorphic
X  4 w x wto a Drinfeld A-module C : A ª L t , where L : ArP s m GE, Propo-
x  . Xsition 4.2 . K is a maximal subfield of L t via C . Now apply Theorem 4.3.
Let F be a Drinfeld A-module over the finite field L. We finish this
section by giving a necessary and sufficient condition for End F to beL
maximal.
4.9. PROPOSITION. Let F be a Drinfeld A-module o¨er L, and let Z be
the center of End F. Then End F is a maximal AF-order in End F m K ifL L L A
  4 < 4and only if for each z g Z and z not in L, u g L t uz s zu is a maximal
w x   4 < 4  .F z -order in u g L t uz s zu m F z .q F w z x zq
Proof. Suppose that End F is maximal. Let A be the integral closureL
F F .  4  .of A in K F . Then A ; L t Proposition 2.9 . Let z g Z, z f L.
 . F . w xThen F z, F ; K F . This implies that the integral closure of F z inq q
 .  4   4 <F z, F lies in L t . By Proposition 2.9, this implies that u g L t uz sq
4 w xzu is a maximal F u -order.q
For the converse it suffices to apply Theorem 4.3.
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